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Welcome
to HARO

With a HARO TRITTY Laminate floor, you benefit from our
knowledge from almost 150 years wood manufacturing and
60 years experience in the manufacturing of multilayer parquet.
Because as a parquet specialist we have an especially good feel
for the most beautiful and natural wood styles that are almost
indistinguishable from real parquet. But it is not only the
deceptively authentic styles that make our Laminate Floor and
our innovative design floor DISANO particularly attractive.
Company management in the fourth and fifth generations:
Peter Hamberger and Dr. Peter M. Hamberger
Trendy long planks such as Gran Via and DISANO emphasize
the stunning parquet look. As we are a traditional family business, you also benefit from
our legendary quality Made in Germany.
Be inspired by our incomparably comprehensive range of laminate floors on the
following pages. Whether you choose the allrounder of the 75 Series, the tough ones
from the 100 Series or the extra strong ones from the 250 Series – in each case you will
be choosing a laminate floor which lays the innovative technologies of the flooring
industry at your feet. Particularly outstanding is the uniquely easy and quick installation
system Top Connect as well as the ComforTec technology for HARO TRITTY Silent CT,
the world’s quietest laminate floor. For those who want a high-quality, natural floor,
HARO is exactly the right choice. We hope you enjoy some inspiring hours in the huge
world of HARO Laminate Floors.
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Visit our homepage for further information about our attractive
product range.

We create
quality of life
4

Who could know better, what authentic wood styles have to look like, than the parquet specialist
HARO? With our quality laminate floors we provide the foundation for extraordinary interior designs.
Among those is also the particularly attractive long-plank format Gran Via, which allows you to
create impressive rooms. From our large range of laminate floors, cork floors and our DISANO
design floor for healthy living, all shaped by quality, diversity and innovation, you can choose
exactly the right floor for your comfortable home. This way, we create quality of life in every living
and working environment.
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Why HARO
Laminate Floor?
1 All our experience – for the most beautiful wood styles
Germanys leading parquet manufacturer has the competence and
knowledge to offer laminate floors with authentic surfaces that are almost
indistinguishable from the originals.

2 The World’s Quietest Laminate Floor: HARO TRITTY Silent CT
The desire to continuously improve our products for the benefit of our customers
drives our everyday work. The best example for the innovation trendsetter in the
flooring industry: HARO’s development TRITTY Silent CT, the world’s quietest
laminate floor.
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Probably the world’s easiest installation system:
HARO Top Connect
To make our floors not only look good, but also easy to install, we have equipped
them with the Top Connect installation system. It is not without a reason that it is
known as probably the world’s easist installation system.
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HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*
AUTHENTIC
8 | TRITTY 75 | Plank 1-Strip

TRITTY 75
The allrounder with renowned brand quality

*wood reproduction

Those who have to watch their budget, but do
not want to do without quality and a large
range, are on the right track with our TRITTY
75 Series. They are the perfect choice, not only
for the first own home. Tough and available in
many appealing looks, TRITTY 75 is your first
choice when it comes to cosiness and a
comfortable home-life atmosphere.

TRITTY 75 | Plank 1-Strip | 9

10 | TRITTY 75 | Plank 1-Strip

Stylish Living for Everyone.

With HARO TRITTY, everybody can afford a trendy, state-of-the-art
home. The perfect foundation for this is our wood reproduction
Oak Tobacco pores rustic, with its appealing colouration and the
naturally expressive grain.

1

2

1 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*
authentic
2 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK NATURE*
authentic matt

*wood reproduction

4V = with bevel on four sides

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO*
PORES RUSTIC
TRITTY 75 | Plank 1-Strip | 11
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Clearly comfortable.

Trendy wood styles meet modern colouration in combination with
an appealing liveliness. The result in your home is astounding:
a Laminate Floor of welcoming cosiness – for a luxurious
atmosphere.
1

2

1 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK DOLOMITI*
textured matt
2 Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE PACIFICO*
textured matt

*wood reproduction

4V = with bevel on four sides

HARO TRITTY 75
3-Strip
ROBINIA WHITE SANDED*
PORES RUSTIC
TRITTY 75 | 3-Strip | 13
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Expressive and natural, with a noble touch.

*wood reproduction

As one of the most noble wood types, Walnut has been inspiring
enthusiasm for a long time, traditionally in furniture design.
All those who dreamt of a lively floor with designer ambience will
be happy to hear that Walnut also looks convincingly good as a
floor covering.

HARO TRITTY 75
3-Strip
WALNUT NATURALE*
PORES MATT
TRITTY 75 | 3-Strip | 15

HARO TRITTY 75
3-Strip
VINTAGE BEECH*
MATT

16 | TRITTY 75 | 3-Strip

Matt finishes –
Almost more beautiful than the original.
The matt finishes of our laminate floors evoke oiled parquet floors.
And in the authentic matt version, the wood surface that matches
the decor looks even more amazing. Almost like the original, just
typical HARO.

HARO TRITTY 75
3-Strip
POLAR OAK*
AUTHENTIC MATT

The surface makes the difference.

*wood reproduction

From smooth to matt, but always authentic and
versatile: we can offer you a total of 9 different
surface textures. See and feel the difference of
brand quality by the parquet specialist.

TRITTY 75 | 3-Strip | 17

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip
HIGHLAND OAK*
TEXTURED MATT
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HARO TRITTY 75
3-Strip
CHERRY RUBIN*
PORES

*wood reproduction

And when does the new
cosiness move into your home?
With our TRITTY 75 Series Laminate Floors you almost automatically
install a new quality of living into your own four walls. No matter
whether you prefer rather light or red brown floors. Enjoy the choice
at HARO.
TRITTY 75 | 3-Strip | 19

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip
ALABAMA OAK*
TEXTURED

Matching Accessories: Skirtings
For each of our laminate floors, we offer complimenting skirtings for a perfect
overall appearance. To make the realisation of your personal floor dream
especially easy for you, we have developed an attractive, yet brilliantly simple
skirting system.
20 | TRITTY 75 | Plank 1-Strip

As impressive as the original.

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip
WENGE*
PORES
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*wood reproduction

Wenge is one of the world’s most noble wood types. Those who do
not want to do without the precious tropical timber will find the right
floor with our reproduction that is hardly distinguishable from the
original. The attractive plank look of Oak Alabama on the left side
also creates a magic home atmosphere.

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
AUTHENTIC
22 | TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V

TRITTY 100
The tough one with the huge choice.

*wood reproduction

Authentic solid wood appearance, sophisticated
surface treatments, tough and durable in many
living and working environments – this is
the TRITTY 100 Series. Over 100 different
products, 54 styles, 8 surface textures,
5 designs – no wishes for the own home
remain unfulfilled. With our particularly trendy
long plank design Gran Via, you can create exciting interior designs, especially in combination with our authentic wood styles and with
Silent CT, the world’s quietest laminate floor.
With these innovative and trendy laminate
floors it is first class living.

TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V | 23

Gran V
Via 4V – the greatest for your home.

long, extra wide, particularly authentic thanks to bevelled edges
Extra lo
on alll fo
ffour sides: a true trend product with a length of 2200 mm / 86 5/8˝.
Our b
bo
boards in Gran Via format create an amazing, spacious appearance.
A rea
reall ttreasure for a trendy ambience: The authentic look of the Gran
Via p
planks
lan is rounded off by its bevelled edges on all sides: the edges
of the
e planks
p
are chamfered on both sides and ends. This way, the
plank
k ccharacter is emphasized in an impressively vivid way – just like
real p
par
parquet.

00

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK VINTAGE*
TEXTURED MATT
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Living on Vintage Oak. Our Laminate Floor Oak Vintage textured
matt is a luxury you can now afford at any time. And for all those
who prefer the timeless charm of a distinctively natural floor, we
recommend our wood reproduction Oak Vienna Smoked.

TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V | 25

*wood reproduction

Which Oak is your favourite?

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*
SHEED
D*
AUTHENTIC
26 | TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V
4V
00
0

You can make more out of your home.

*wood reproduction

Limewashed looks are absolute favourites among wood floors.
The liming creates an interesting light colouration and intensifies
the wood’s grain. How convenient that you can also get it as an
authentic reproduction in form of a laminate floor. On top of that,
it is even available in the particularly trendy Gran Via format.

TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V | 27

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
CHESTNUT BIANCO**
TEXTURED MATT
28 | TRITTY 100 | Gran V
Via
ia 4
4V
V
00
0

Show your generous side.

With our laminate floors from the Gran Via range you create a
spaciousness in every room that impresses at first sight. And all
this in the trendy Chestnut look – that is what living means today.
More inspiration for your new home? These Oak styles create a
similiar spaciousness:
1

2

3

1 Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*
authentic
2 Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*
authentic

*wood reproduction

3 Gran Via 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*
authentic

TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V | 29

New interpretation of Pine.

An impressive appearance: these two Pine reproductions do not
only impress through their appealing colours. Through the spacious
look of the Gran Via format you achieve an incomparable additional
spaciousness and vastness. By the way: the bevels on all four sides
emphasize the plank character of our Gran Via floors even more.

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
BROOKLYN PINE*
PORES RUSTIC
30 | TRITTY 100 | Gran Via
Via 4V
4V
00
0

HARO TRITTY 100
00
Gran Via 4V
PINE PACIFICO*
O*
TEXTURED MATT
TT

*wood reproduction

00
0
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HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
BLACK OAK*
TEXTURED
32 | TRITTY 100 | Gran Via 4V
4V
00
0

The extraordinary.

Extraordinarily attractive, with an aesthetic appeal that speaks for
itself: the wood reproduction Black Oak in Gran Via 4V format with
textured surface. For those who know how to skillfully orchestrate
a room, this is just the right choice. Besides this dark Oak, we also
offer lighter, but not less impressing Oak Laminate Floors, such as
these:
1

2

3

1 Gran Via 4V
OAK VIENNA LIGHT*
authentic
2 Gran Via 4V
OAK ELEGANCE*
authentic

*wood reproduction

3 Gran Via 4V
OAK WHITE LIMEWASHED*
authentic
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HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK WHITE**
AUTHENTIC MATT
00
0
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HARO TRITTY 100
00
0
Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK NATURE*
ATTU
URE*
UR
AUTHENTIC MATT
ATT
TT
0
00

Two attractive wood reproductions that delight with their ambience: the wood
reproduction of Alpine Oak White is in line with the trend of light floors with a
natural vibrancy. On the other hand, the wood reproduction Alpine Oak Nature
creates a comfortable atmosphere with its authentic look.
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*wood reproduction

More comfort for your rooms.

Easy care.
It is not only the authentic wood reproductions
and the elaborate finishing of our laminate floors
that will convince you – HARO also sets a
standard when it comes to cleaning and care.
Our newly developed ecological floor cleaning
concentrate Active from the Clean & Green
series is easy to use and environmentally
compatible – use the measuring cap to add
a small amount to the cleaning water, mop
the floor with a well-wrung out cloth, done.

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
SMOKED OAK TERRENO
NO
O
LIMEWASHED*
AUTHENTIC MATT
00
0
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Original or reproduction?

*wood reproduction

Our laminate floors are hardly distinguishable from real parquet
at first sight - even for experts. No wonder, because our decades of
experience as a parquet specialist and our high quality standard will
pay off for you.
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So slim, yet so much depth: Loft 4V.

Our board format Loft 4V is characterised by its slim dimensions: only
135 mm / 5 5/16˝ wide, it inspires to a new spatiality. A sensational
alternative to the classical board format. The bevelled edge on four
sides puts even more emphasis on the plank character.

HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V
OAK CREME LIMEWASHED*
AUTHENTIC

38 | TRITTY 100 | Loft 4V

HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V
OAK CLASSIC WHITE*
AUTHENTIC

The noble look of Oak.

*wood reproduction

No matter whether you prefer our Oak Classic White or our Oak
Creme Limewashed, both wood reproductions are experts at
awarding a room with a friendly and cosy atmosphere. And thanks
to their light colour both floors are in line with the trend.
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Slim elegance –
with the slender plank design Loft.
Italian Walnut and Oak Antique Grey – two authentic wood
reproductions that will make your home stand out. In the Loft 4V
variant, the plank character is particularly emphasized by the
bevelled edges on all four sides. Also, the slim dimensions of the
Loft format ensure an incomparably graceful look.

HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V
ITALIAN WALNUT*
PORES MATT
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*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*
AUTHENTIC
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Three high-calibre designs.

In our 2-Strip design the individuality of the wood reproduction is
given more room and the look is clearer, yet characterised by an
appealing liveliness. Our 3-Strip boards, also known as Longstrip
are characterised by three paralell strips in every board element.
The classic Plank 1-Strip on the other hand is particularly popular due
to its spacious look, whether it is with or without bevelled edges.

HARO TRITTY 100
2-Strip
OAK MEMPHIS*
TEXTURED MATT
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HARO TRITTY 100
2-Strip
ALASKA PINE*
TEXTURED

What do the laminate floors on this page have in common?
Their particularly vibrant appearance. We are drawn to both the light
as well as the dark floors and their attractive styles. To a graphic
pattern that is captivating and inspires new possibilities of interior
designs.

TRITTY 100 | 2-Strip | 43

*wood reproduction

This way, you breathe more life into living.

The classic for a comfortable home:
Plank 1-strip.
Why are Plank 1-Strip so popular? Because of their spacious look?
Because they look great in any room? Because they emphasise the
parquet effect of laminate floors even more? Probably all of these.
As shown here in these examples of convincing and state-of-the-art
laminate floors.

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip
SYCAMORE MAPLE*
PORES
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HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip
BAVARIAN BEECH*
TEXTURED

Interdior design trend: light finishes.

*wood reproduction

The triumph of light finishes continues. It is
no wonder that we provide a large range of
different laminate floors with a high-quality
appearance in light colourations.
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Reinterpretation of a classic.

Even though Elm is one of the classic wood types in carpentry, it is
less often found as a floor covering in this part of the world. With
Elm Crema we interpret the style in a rustic, natural way in a modern
light colour with an interesting versatile colour play between the
different elements.

46 | TRITTY 100 | Plank 1-Strip
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*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
ELM CREMA*
PORES RUSTIC

HARO TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP
MERBAU SEDAN*
PORES MATT

... and rooms become homes.

Perfect example for the new comfort with our quality laminate floor:
on the one hand the sublime charm of the Merbau reproduction.
On the other hand, there is the trendy look of the Chestnut
reproduction with bevelled edges on all four sides in a contrasting
colour.

48 | TRITTY 100 | Plank 1-Strip
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*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*
TEXTURED MATT

The floors that meet the trend.

Light moments in your own four walls – those can be easily designed
now, with the trendy looks of Silver Pine and Oak Limestone. Two
perfect floor companions on the way to individual living in modern
times.

HARO TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
SILVER PINE*
TEXTURED MATT

50 | TRITTY 100 | Plank 1-Strip

*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
OAK LIMESTONE*
TEXTURED MATT
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HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip
OAK SCULPTURA*
TEXTURED MATT
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More possibilities with Oak.

*wood reproduction

The Oak Sculptura design combines rustic plank design with a
unique visual depth effect that makes the floor particularly
expressive. Plank 1-Strip Oak Flavia, on the other hand, impresses
with its especially calm design. The secret of a harmonious look:
the wood style continues from one board to the next without a
visible transition.

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip
OAK FLAVIA*
TEXTURED MATT
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HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS*
PORES RUSTIC
54 | TRITTY 250 | Plank 1-Strip

TRITTY 250
The extra strong one that can withstand a great
deal – also in commercial applications.

*wood reproduction

Extremely hard-wearing, impact and scratch
resistant, durable and abrasion resistant –
those are the key features of our TRITTY 250
Series. In all areas with a high amount of
traffic, whether residential applications with a
high degree of wear and tear, or commercial
applications: you can trust in TRITTY 250 – we
guarantee this for up to 25 years. When do
you say Yes to a life on HARO Laminate Floor?

TRITTY 250 | Plank 1-Strip | 55

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CARAMEL*
PORES RUSTIC
56 | TRITTY 250 | Plank 1-Strip

From professionals for professionals.

Those who work professionally need a foundation they can rely on.
Not only today, but also in the long run. With a quality laminate
floor by HARO you have both benefits in one floor: You can enjoy
renowned brand quality and be delighted by a look that will impress
you for years.
1

2

1 Plank 1-Strip 4V
SILVER PINE*
textured matt

*wood reproduction

2 Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS*
pores rustic

TRITTY 250 | Plank 1-Strip | 57

Oak times two.

Whether for an advertising agency or a children’s store – HARO
TRITTY 250 is always the right choice. At HARO, a chic and natural
look meet distinctive durability in a floor that is easy to care for
and will amaze you day after day. Simply a laminate floor with the
special touch.

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V
HIGHLAND OAK*
TEXTURED MATT

58 | TRITTY 250 | Plank 1-Strip

*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*
AUTHENTIC
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 75

3-Strip
OAK WHITE TEXTURE*

Plank 1-Strip
HIGHLAND OAK*

ID no. 526 645

ID no. 526 652

3-Strip
POLAR OAK*

3-Strip
ROBINIA WHITE
SANDED*

ID no. 526 786

ID no. 530 287

r

Plank 1-Strip
NORDIC PINE*
ID no. 526 796

Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE PACIFICO*
ID no. 530 291

3-Strip
APPLE*
ID no. 526 788

3-Strip
OAK TITAN GREY*
ID no. 526 644

3-Strip
MAPLE CLASSIC*
ID no. 526 780

Plank 1-Strip
OAK LIGHT*
Stabilette
ID no. 526 650

3-Strip
HOLM OAK*
ID no. 526 785

*wood reproduction

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK DOLOMITI*
ID no. 530 294
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Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*
ID no. 530 295

3-Strip
VINTAGE BEECH*
ID no. 526 782

Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 75

3-Strip
BEECH*
Beige

2-Strip
GOLDEN PEAR*
ID no. 526 791

ID no. 526 781

3-Strip
OAK*
Classic

Plank 1-Strip
OAK NATURE*
ID no. 526 648

ID no. 526 784

2-Strip
LARCH COUNTRY*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO*

ID no. 526 655

ID no. 530 297

r

2-Strip
APPLE COUNTRY*
ID no. 530 285

2-Strip
WALNUT*
Comfort

Plank 1-Strip
ALABAMA OAK*
ID no. 526 787

3-Strip
WALNUT NATURALE*
ID no. 530 289

ID no. 526 795

ID no. 526 940

Plank 1-Strip
WENGE*
ID no. 526 798

3-Strip
CHERRY RUBIN*
ID no. 526 793

3-Strip
MERBAU*
Classic
ID no. 526 797

*wood reproduction

Plank 1-Strip 4V
BOURBON OAK*
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100

Plank 1-Strip
MINIMAL WHITE*

Plank 1-Strip
OAK CLASSIC WHITE*

ID no. 530 349

ID no. 526 667

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK LIMESTONE*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
ELM CREMA*

ID no. 526 666

ID no. 530 321

r

2-Strip
ALASKA PINE*

Plank 1-strip 4V
SILVER PINE*

ID no. 525 667

ID no. 530 325

Plank 1-strip
OAK LIGHT GREY*
ID no. 527 077

Plank 1-strip 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*
ID no. 526 680

Plank 1-strip
SYCAMORE MAPLE*
ID no. 525 659

*wood reproduction

Plank 1-Strip
OAK CREME LIMEWASHED*
ID no. 526 674
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Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK NEVARA LIMEWASHED*
ID no. 526 672

Plank 1-Strip
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*
ID no. 526 671

3-Strip
MAPLE AKZENT*
ID no. 526 760

3-Strip
OAK PREMIUM CREME*
ID no. 526 661

Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100

2-Strip
OAK LIGHT*

Plank 1-Strip
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 530 299

ID no. 526 668

3-Strip
BEECH BEIGE*

3-Strip
OAK PREMIUM*
Nature

ID no. 526 761

ID no. 526 662

Plank 1-Strip 4V
BAVARIAN OAK*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*

ID no. 525 663

ID no. 530 335

h

Plank 1-Strip
OAK FLAVIA*

Plank 1-Strip
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

ID no. 530 342

ID no. 526 676

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK SCULPTURA*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
VINTAGE OAK*

ID no. 530 323

ID no. 526 678

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CARAMEL*

Plank 1-strip
ITALIAN WALNUT*

ID no. 530 305

ID no. 526 682

r

ID no. 525 661

2-Strip
OAK MEMPHIS*
ID no. 530 302

*wood reproduction

Plank 1-Strip
BAVARIAN BEECH*
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100

Plank 1-Strip
SMOKED OAK AGATE*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*

ID no. 526 669

ID no. 530 327

Plank 1-Strip
IROKO*

2-Strip
WALNUT CLASSIC*

ID no. 529 052

ID no. 526 681

Plank 1-Strip
MERBAU SEDAN*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 683

ID no. 530 306

*wood reproduction

r
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*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
PLANK 1-STRIP 4V
ELM CREMA*
PORES RUSTIC
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100 Gran Via 4V

Gran Via 4V
CHESTNUT BIANCO*

Gran Via 4V
SNOW PINE*

ID no. 530 303

ID no. 526 933

h

Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK WHITE*
ID no. 526 710

Gran Via 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*
ID no. 530 340

Gran Via 4V
OAK CHALET LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 708

Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK GREY*
ID no. 526 711

Gran Via 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*

ID no. 526 713

ID no. 529 981

Gran Via 4V
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*

Gran Via 4V
PINE PACIFICO*

ID no. 526 704

ID no. 530 319

Gran Via 4V
OAK RUSTICA*

Gran Via 4V
OAK VIENNA LIGHT*

ID no. 528 670

ID no. 529 054

Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*
*wood reproduction

Gran Via 4V
OAK WHITE LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 530 693
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100 Gran Via 4V

Gran Via 4V
BAVARIAN BEECH*

Gran Via 4V
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 529 978

ID no. 526 705

Gran Via 4V
COLONIAL PINE*

Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

ID no. 528 668

ID no. 526 709

Gran Via 4V
OAK NATURE*

Gran Via 4V
BROOKLYN PINE*

ID no. 526 703

ID no. 530 308

r

Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*

Gran Via 4V
VINTAGE OAK*

ID no. 530 338

ID no. 526 712

ID no. 526 934

Gran Via 4V
PAINTED WOOD*
ID no. 526 935

Gran Via 4V
OAK VIENNA SMOKED*
ID no. 528 671

Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
ID no. 530 333

Gran Via 4V
ITALIAN WALNUT*
ID no. 526 714

Gran Via 4V
SMOKED OAK TERRENO
LIMEWASHED*
ID no. 526 707

*wood reproduction

Gran Via 4V
AFROMOSIA*
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100 Gran Via 4V

Gran Via 4V
SMOKED OAK AGATE*

Gran Via 4V
BLACK OAK*

ID no. 526 706

ID no. 530 324

Gran Via 4V
JATOBA BRASIL*

*wood reproduction

ID no. 526 763

HARO TRITTY 100
Gran Via 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*
AUTHENTIC
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 100 Loft 4V

Loft 4V
OAK CLASSIC WHITE*

Loft 4V
OAK WHITE LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 692

ID no. 530 344

Loft 4V
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*

Loft 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*

ID no. 530 343

ID no. 526 699

Loft 4V
OAK CREME LIMEWASHED*

Loft 4V
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 526 696

ID no. 526 693

Loft 4V
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

Loft 4V
VINTAGE OAK*

ID no. 526 697

ID no. 530 348

Loft 4V
ITALIAN WALNUT*

Loft 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*

ID no. 526 700

ID no. 530 332

Loft 4V
SMOKED OAK TERRENO LIMEWASHED*

Loft 4V
JATOBA BRASIL*
ID no. 526 702

Loft 4V
OAK KANSAS*

Loft 4V
SMOKED OAK AGATE*

ID no. 530 307

ID no. 526 694

r

*wood reproduction

ID no. 526 695
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Range Overview
HARO TRITTY 250

Plank 1-strip 4V
CHESTNUT BIANCO*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
HIGHLAND OAK*

ID no. 530 584

ID no. 530 592

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SILVER PINE*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE PACIFICO*

ID no. 530 590

ID no. 530 587

3-Strip
BEECH*
Beige

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CARAMEL*
ID no. 530 585

ID no. 526 773

r

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*

Plank 1-strip
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 530 591

ID no. 526 757

Plank 1-Strip 4V
ITALIAN WALNUT*

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS*

ID no. 530 594

ID no. 530 586

r

Plank 1-Strip 4V
BLACK OAK*

*wood reproduction

ID no. 530 588
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Plank 1-Strip
JATOBA BRASIL*
ID no. 526 759

*wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS*
PORES RUSTIC
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Inner Values for a
more comfortable Living.
72 | TTECHNOLOGY
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After presenting the diverse interior designs that can be created with our laminate
floors, on the following pages we want to give you an understanding of the philosophy
behind our products, the inner values and the unique technical features of our
premium floors.
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All our experience –
for the most beautiful wood styles

Authentic surface textures, board formats like those for parquet and wood styles that can hardly be distinguished from
the original – in a word: HARO Laminate Floor. It is no wonder, because you can rely on our high quality standards –
from the development to the finished product. For example, we actively support the development of styles – from the
material selection for the templates to the print of the decor papers, of course with pure natural colours, as only these
can emphasize the authenticity. We also make huge efforts when it comes to the surface textures of HARO TRITTY:
special pressing plates come into use, for which we use original parquet textures.
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Attractive formats

3-Strip

2-Strip

Plank 1-Strip

Loft 4V

Gran Via 4V

1

2

3

4

5

Variety is our motto. Besides the classical board formats and designs that are known in parquet as well, we also offer
extraordinary and trendy formats. Extra slim, extra long, extra wide. The perfect floor for every style of living and perfect
for realising your very individual vision of a beautiful home.

1 3-Strip

Also known as Longstrip. Special features: each floorboard is composed of three parallel strips.
Board dimensions: 193 x 1282 mm (7 19/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)
(for TRITTY 250: 190 x 1282 mm (7 15/32” x 50 15/32”)
2 2-Strip

The clear one. The individuality of the wood reproduction is given more room to radiate its clear
vibrancy.
Board dimensions: 193 x 1282 mm (7 19/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)
3 Plank 1-Strip

The classic one. Particularly popular because of its spacious visual impact.
Board dimensions: 193 x 1282 mm (7 19/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)
(for TRITTY 250: 190 x 1282 mm (7 15/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)
4 Loft 4V

The slim one. The slim format and the bevelled edge on four sides emphasise the plank character.
Board dimensions: 135 x 1282 mm (5 5/16˝ x 50 15/32˝)
5 Gran Via 4V

The gigantic one. Shows form and gives that spacious effect everywhere. The special length and
the bevelled edges on four sides put even more emphasis on the plank character.
Board dimensions: 243 x 2200 mm (9 9/16˝ x 86 5/8˝)
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The right series for
every need

Everyone has their very own personal style. Every house and every apartment are mirrors of this individuality. We offer a
large variety of different laminate floors so you can choose exactly the right laminate floor for your requirements and
your taste. No matter what requirements you have: at HARO you can find exactly the right floor of convincing premium
quality. Be inspired by our amazing range, just visit your HARO dealer as soon as possible.

Commercial area

Residential application

Not every laminate floor is suitable for every purpose. Here you can see at one glance which series best suits your high
requirements:

TRITTY 100

TRITTY 250

For residential applications with
high traffic and commercial applications with low traffic

For residential applications with
high traffic and commercial applications with medium level traffic

For residential applications and high
traffic commercial applications

Bedroom
Children’s room
Dining room
Living room
Corridor
Kitchen
Office
Hotel room
Conference room
Doctor’s practice
Reception area
Sales area
recommended
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TRITTY 75

possible

HARO TRITTY 75
The allrounder

HARO TRITTY 100
The tough one

HARO TRITTY 250
The extra strong one

Laminate floors from the 75 series are the
perfect choice, not only for your first
apartment. Authentic, versatile and
durable: our allrounder is an excellent floor
for almost anywhere around the house.
Take your pick from 28 wood styles and
8 different surfaces, and see for yourself
how quickly and easily it is installed with
Top Connect.

With an authentic solid wood appearance,
yet tough and durable – the laminate floors
of the 100 series combine good looks with
high performance. The Silent CT technology, which is optionally available for the
TRITTY 100 series, even makes it the
world’s quietest laminate floor. And with
the Top Connect installation system, your
new HARO Laminate Floor is fun right from
the start.

Extremely hard-wearing, impact and scratch
resistant, durable and abrasion resistant –
these exceptional properties make the 250
series ideal for high-traffic areas at home,
such as living room, kitchen and corridor,
but also for commercial applications.

Specifications:

Specifications:

Specifications:

Level of use: 23/31

Level of use: 23/32

Level of use: 23/33

Abrasion class: AC3

Abrasion class: AC4

Abrasion class: AC5

Impact class: IC1

Impact class: IC2

Impact class: IC3

Elektrostatic behaviour: Antistatic

Elektrostatic behaviour: Antistatic

Elektrostatic behaviour: Antistatic

Warranty:

Warranty:

15 years

Residential
applications

according to Warranty Terms

15
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO TRITTY 75

20 years

Residential
applications

Warranty:
according to Warranty Terms

25
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO TRITTY 250

5 years

Commercial
applications

in residential applications

5

years

WARRANTY
in commercial and public applications

HARO TRITTY 100

Residential

25 years applications

according to Warranty Terms

25
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO TRITTY 250

10 years

Commercial
applications

in residential applications

10
years

WARRANTY
in commercial and public applications

HARO TRITTY 250

Dimensions**:

Dimensions**:

Dimensions**:

7 x 193 x 1282 mm (9/32˝ x 7 19/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)

8 x 193 x 1282 mm (5/16˝ x 7 19/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)

10 x 190 x 1282 mm (13/32˝ x 7 15/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)

with Silent Pro luxury insulation layer:

Loft 4V: 8 x 135 x 1282 mm (5/16˝ x 5 5/16˝ x 50 15/32˝)

with Silent Pro luxury insulation layer:

2 mm / 3/32˝ higher: 9 x 193 x 1282 mm

Gran Via 4V: 8 x 243 x 2200 mm (5/16˝ x 9 9/16˝ x 86 5/8˝)

2 mm / 3/32˝ higher: 12 x 190 x 1282 mm

(11/32˝ x 7 19/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)

with Silent Pro luxury insulation layer:

(15/32˝ x 7 15/32˝ x 50 15/32˝)

Room sound improvement: approx. 30 %*

2 mm / 3/32˝ higher

Room sound improvement: approx. 30 %*

Footfall sound improvement: 18 dB

Room sound improvement: approx. 30 %*

Footfall sound improvement: 18 dB

Optionally available with Silent CT:

Footfall sound improvement: 18 dB

Optionally available with Silent CT:

2 mm / 3/32˝ higher

Optionally available with Silent CT:

2 mm / 3/32˝ higher

Room sound improvement: 60 %*

2 mm / 3/32˝ higher

Room sound improvement: 60 %*

Footfall sound: 14 dB

Room sound improvement: 60 %*

Footfall sound: 14 dB

Footfall sound: 14 dB
* Measured by EPLF Impact Hammer/Walking Lady
tests (compared to reference floor)
** Thickness x width x length
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Beautiful from the outside – quality on the inside –
Laminate Floor board construction

By now, HARO Laminate Floor has been a lasting success story for 25 years. This is not only due to particularly authentic
wood reproductions that are almost indistinguishable from the original, but also because of the elaborate technical
construction of our laminate floors. Do not expect anything less than highest premium quality for lasting joy with your
HARO laminate floor.

1
2
3
4
5

Construction
tion
HARO TRITTY 75/100

1. Overlay, specially impregnated (durable protective layer)
2. Decorative laminate, specially impregnated
3. aquaResist® special moisture control HDF E1 coreboard
4. Balancing laminate
5. Available with additional Silent Pro luxury insulation layer or
in the 100 Series with Silent CT technology (suitable for use with underfloor heating)
HARO TRITTY 75/100 = 2 mm (3/32˝) thick or with Silent CT (ComforTec) technology

1

2

3
4
5

Construction
tion
HARO TRITTY 250

1. Overlay, specially impregnated (durable protective layer)
r
2. Decorative laminate and two sheets of kraft paper, specially impregnated
3. Special moisture control HDF E1 coreboard aquaResist
4. Several sheets of balancing laminate (moisture repellent)
5. Optionally available with additional Silent Pro (2 mm / 3/32˝ thick)
luxury insulation layer or with Silent CT technology
(suitable for use with underfloor heating)
2mm / 3/32˝ thick

The overlay – nearly as hard as a diamond
To make HARO Laminate Floors particularly durable (keyword: micro scratch resistance), we finish the upper layer – the
overlay – with corundum, the second hardest mineral after the diamond. But also the transparency of the overlay is of
decisive importance: only by this the authentic look of the wood reproductions can be ensured.
By the way: HARO has its own resin coating and creates its own overlays – of course with continuous quality controls in
the production process for the necessary durability, scratch resistance and strength.
The decorative layer – guarantees highest naturalness
Our decorative laminate is produced by means of classical intaglio print with up to 4 print colours. Substrate material is
white or coloured and lightfast special paper soaked in melamine resin and therefore resistant to moisture. An effort,
that is well worth it: for an expressive depth effect, maximum brilliance and intense colouration.
High-strength coreboard for maximum structure stability
The HDF coreboard is made of 80% softwood with a high volume weight for a extra structure stability and swell proof to
protect it against moisture.
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The balancing laminate –
the effective stabiliser

The balancing laminate is made of resin-impregnated paper and its purpose on the back of the laminate boards is
mainly to balance the tensions to the overlay. If the coreboard was only laminated on one side it would bend
downwards due to one-sided absorption of moisture, also called cupping in technical language. Moreover, the
impregnated paper backing prevents moisture from penetrating over a larger area from the subfloor.
For TRITTY 250 we use a double layer each to reach an even higher surface stabilisation.

▲▲▲

Without balancing laminate

With balancing laminate

aquaTec– double the moisture protection
Thanks to their well-balanced multilayer construction, HARO Laminate Floors remain stable at all times. And the special
aquaTec system gives you the guarantee that they will always stay in good shape. This is achieved by connecting the
aquaResist special moisture control HDF coreboard with a specially impregnated protective coat (overlay and style).

1,00
0,75
0,50

Edge swelling

Laminate floor edge swelling
with the effects of water

maximum
permissible
edge swelling

0,25

Standard

HARO
Laminate floor with aquaTec
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Probably the world’s easiest installation system:
HARO Top Connect.

For all those who want to install their laminate floor themselves, but have never dared to, we have
developed Top Connect. With probably the world’s easiest installation system the most beautiful floor
designs can be created very simply and with a extraordinary stability. Without any tools. The boards
are angled in at the long sides and interlocked at the short sides with just a little bit of pressure. The
floor fits perfectly and is ready to be “lived on” immediately. And it is just as easy to deinstall when
you move.

Angle in
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Press

Finished

Authentic finishes

Especially for laminate floors in wood look, it is not only the particularly natural presentation of the wood type that
counts. This is why we pay close attention to the authenticity of the surfaces. Our product offer ranges from smooth
surfaces up to sophisticated textures which can hardly be distinguished from real wood. This is the legendary HARO
quality you can feel. Just visit your HARO dealer for an impression of the various possibilities that are available with
HARO Laminate Floors.

pores
Slightly pore-textured and silky shine
finish.

pores matt
Slightly pore-textured and
natural elegant look.

smooth matt
Smooth with no texture and
with natural matt look.

bevelled edge on the long and short
sides
The edges are chamfered on both
sides and the ends – for an even more
vivid impression. The experts call this
“long and short side bevelling”.

h
textured
With the feel of real wood grain.

textured matt
Similar to real wood grain. The matt
appearance underlines the natural
look.

handscraped
A surface with the look of a floorboard prepared with a plane by a
master joiner.

r
authentic
Almost indistinguishable from real
wood. Texture and style match
perfectly. The gloss level brings a
high-finish surface to mind.

authentic matt
Almost indistinguishable from real
wood. Texture and style match
perfectly. The surface has a natural
oil character. The Plank 1-Strip
designs also have a slight shine
effect between the pores.

pores rustic
An expressive pore-textured surface
with a distinctive look and feel.
The combination of matt and shine
effects – gives the surface a very
special patina.
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The World’s Quietest Laminate Floor:
HARO Tritty Silent CT

60
%
QUIETER
than standard
laminate floors

The innovation driver HARO shows how it is done: Laminate floors can also be quiet. With the new development Silent
CT you can forget about annoying stomping, heel clacking and drum sound effects – and enjoy the peace and quiet of
the world’s quietest laminate floor. 60 % quieter than standard laminate floors. This is the result of HARO’s ComforTec
innovation. –Self-adhesive strips on the underside of the boards make a glue-down installation with the subfloor quick
and simple. The result: Walk with the pleasant acoustic of a full glue-down floor. But this innovative laminate floor can
do more than sound good. HARO TRITTY Silent CT is durable and easy to maintain, offers perfect wood reproductions
created by the parquet specialists, and is blindingly easy to install with Top Connect®. This puts all the benefits of a
modern laminate floor at your feet.

HARO TRITTY Silent CT with ComforTec technology
Reduces room sound by sensational 60 % compared to
standard laminate floors with insulation underlay
 Just as affordable but audibly quieter than laminate floor with a
high quality insulation underlay purchased additionally
 Easy to install with Top Connect
 Installs without glue or harmful emissions
 Ready for immediate use
 Provides highest durability with a thickness of up to 10 mm (13/32˝)
 Up to 25 years warranty
 Compatible with underfloor heating
 Available in over 80 styles in the TRITTY 75, TRITTY 100 and
TRITTY 250 Series.


Audibly quieter – as independent sound level tests confirm.

Test certificates for “EPLF Impact Hammer” and “IHD - Walking Lady”*
35

Loudness (sone)

30

60%

25

quieter

20

than standard
laminate floors

15
10
5
0
Standard
d d llaminate floor
7 mm (9/32˝) –
2 mm (3/32˝) PE
EPLF
Impact Hammer
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HARO TRITTY 100
2 mm (3/32˝) PE

IIHD
W
Walking Lady

HARO TRITTY 100
Silent Pro

HARO
TRITTY 100
Silent CT

* Tested and certified by the Notified Body:
Entwicklungs- und Prüflabor Holztechnologie GmbH
in Dresden

up to
according to Warranty Terms

25
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO TRITTY 250

The secret why HARO TRITTY Silent CT is so ultra quiet is hidden at
the underside of the boards: the HARO ComforTec innovation.
Self-adhesive strips of solvent-free synthetic rubber provided on the
underside of each board allow firm gluing of the boards to the subfloor.
The result: Walk with the pleasant acoustic of a full glue-down floor.

(self-adhesive strips on the
underside of the boards)

The HARO innovation was awarded first place by
independent experts from the wood industry:

Heimwerker Praxis home improvement
magazine
Laminate floor test winner
“Very good”

HolzLand Award 2010
“Most innovative product for
consumers”
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Comfort with every step

For all those wanting to treat themselves with a little more comfort, insulation underlays are a must. The slightly springy
footfalls do not only have a relieving effect on ears, joints and spine, but footfall and room sound are minimised as well,
which does not only please you but also your neigbours. For all HARO laminate floors Silent Pro luxury insulation layers
are optionally available, either already factory-laminated or in loose rolls. Your HARO dealer will be happy to assist you.
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Insulation underlays
We recommend an insulation underlay for all
hard subfloors. You consequently increase the
resilience of the floor, absorb indoor and footfall
sound and level minor irregularities of the
subfloor. Your neighbour’s ears and your laminate
floor will be really happy with the result.

Silent Pro
Heavy-weight
i h mat made
d off PUR with mineral fillers.
Thickness: approx. 3 mm / 1/8˝
Footfall sound improvement: 19 dB
Room sound improvement: 29 %

Integrated insulation layers
The integrated Silent Pro insulation layer on the back of the board
creates a permanent connection between laminate floor board and
insulation. Positive effect: possible voids or gaps are closed, which
has a positive effect on the acoustic insulating effect. Because gaps
cause hollow, loud sounds when walking on, which impair the
actual acoustic insulating effect concerning the indoor sound.
Another advantage of the integrated layer: Insulation and installation
are done in one single work step.

Pleasant for you when the sound level
in the room is perceptibly minimised.

FOOTFALL
SOUND REDUCTION
19 db**

Silent Pro DS
Also with integrated vapour barrier
(SD > 100 m)
Values such as Silent Pro

Silent ECO
High-quality acoustic mat with excellent footfall
and room sound properties; material based on
vegetable oils with mineral fillers.
Thickness: approx. 2 mm / 3/32˝
Footfall sound improvement: 18 dB
Room sound improvement: 27 %

INDOOR
SOUND REDUCTION
30 %*

It will especially please your
neighbours when your steps do not
sound like thunder.

* Maximum individual values achieved in accordance with the EPLF Impact Hammer test
(compared to reference floor)
** According to DIN 140-8

Your benefits with the factory-laminated insulation layer:
 Excellent insulation against footfall and room sound
 The “forest floor effect” goes easy on joints and spine
 Insulation and installation in one single work step
 Suitable for installation over underfloor heating
 Easy and clean to cut
 Environmentally safe disposal of cuttings in domestic waste
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A clean product –
easy care with clean & green

Quick, easy, natural – Care for all floors.
Modern, responsible households build on environmentally safe
products that are easy to use. Decades of know how influenced
our own revolutionary development clean & green. The result is a
perfect product series specified for the individual floor type which
makes cleaning and care of high quality floors easier than ever
before. As Germany’s leading manufacturer for parquet – and hard
surface floors we know better than anyone else what is necessary
for the long-term maintenance of value.
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®

Quick, easy and natural –maintenance of all floors

Specially impregnated top layer

Our top quality laminate floors are characterized by a maximum resistance to fading under UV light – the colours remain
the same and do not lose their brilliance. The special impregnation also ensures that HARO Laminate Floor is resistant to
scratches and stains. The high durability also prevents the surface from long-term damage, by abrasion (for example by
shifting chairs) or heat effects (for example by cigarette burns). An important value for the clasification of laminate floors
and the durability of its surface is the abrasion class in accordance with DIN EN 13329:2006. At this standard test a testing
facility treats the floor surface with sand paper until a clearly visible wear-through occurs. In general, the HARO quality
guidelines are specified so they exceed standards by far.

Extremely scratch-resistant

Resistant to fading under UV light

Dirt-repellent and easy to maintain

Double the moisture protection due to
aquaTec system

Outstanding visual impact

Abrasion-resistant

Excellent price/performance ratio

Hardly inflammable (Cfl-S1), tested in acc. with
DIN EN 13501-1

Dimensionally stable and perfect fit

Impact and dent resistant

Suitable for use with underfloor heating

Resistant to cigarette burn marks

Antistatic

Optional integrated sound insulation
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Simply excellent: HARO

e
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100 %
ZERTIFIZIERT

Sustainability
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG has
been PEFC-certified since the beginning of
2004.

Blue Angel eco label
The Blue Angel has proven the environmental
compatibility of our products since 1992.

ISO 9001
Our quality management system has been
certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001
since 1995. It secures workflows in the
company and consequently contributes to
maintaining consistent product quality.

Made in Germany
Because our top quality floors are of the
proverbial German high precision workmanship, they come with the internationally
renowned “Made in Germany” label.

ISO 14001
With the certification according to DIN EN ISO
14001:2004, we have commited ourselves to
an active environmental management since
1998.

EPLF
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG is a
founder member of the Association of
European Producers of Laminate Flooring.

CE
The CE label confirms that HARO Parquets
and HARO Laminate Floors comply with
all essential European safety and health
directives.

Ü mark
To assure that constructional quality standards are met, building materials have to be
tested and certified with respect to technical,
ecological and health properties. The Ü mark
attests that a German ‘bauaufsichtliche
Zulassung’ (national technical approval) has
been granted, which is mandatory for all
laminate floors in Germany. For this approval,
the materials used and the emissions are
evaluated. This ensures product safety for
manufacturers, dealers and installers.
Consumers have the peace of mind of
knowing that the product presents no
health hazards.

up to
according to Warranty Terms

25
years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO TRITTY 250

HARO Warranty
In addition to the statutory warranty term,
HARO also provides additional warranties
for various product groups. Please note the
respective warranty conditions.
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DISANO by HARO
Plank XL 4V
HOLM OAK CREME*
TEXTURED
90 | DISANO by HARO

DISANO by HARO
The design floor for healthy living.

*wood reproduction

Design floors are the latest trend – and with
good reason: they look good, come in
appealing styles, and are durable. DISANO by
HARO impresses not only with its authentic
look of real wood and its trendy appearance,
but also with many additional advantages: it is
resilient, warm to the touch, easy to maintain,
durable, stylish and, above all, PVC-free.
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The trendiest rustic oak styles.

This rustic oak grain pattern comes in a choice of three colours and
features a dark bevel on all four sides. Combined with the large plank
format, DISANO looks just like real wood parquet. It is the ideal floor
for a stylish yet healthy living environment.

DISANO by HARO
Plank XL 4V
HOLM OAK CREME*
TEXTURED
This expressive oak style is available in the following colours:
2

1

3

1 PLANK XL 4V
HOLM OAK CREME*
textured
ID no. 529 900
2 PLANK XL 4V
WILD OAK*
textured
ID no. 529 901
3 PLANK XL 4V
FRENCH SMOKED OAK* textured
ID no. 529 902
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00

*wood reproduction

XL Long Plank – large and great for
your home.
Extra long, extra wide and very
authentic looking with bevels on
all four sides: a true trend format.
Our boards in XL format create an
amazing spatial miracle, which
provides a perfect setting for the latest
interior design trends and fashions.
The authentic appearance of the long
planks is enhanced by bevelled edges
on the long and short sides, creating
that vibrant plank effect that looks just
like real wood parquet.
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The most beautiful pine styles
for your living environment.
Pine wood is becoming more and more popular in interior design.
This comes as no big surprise because pine creates a natural living
environment like no other. With the large Plank format, real bevels
on all four sides and a matt surface appearance, DISANO is an
excellent alternative.

DISANO by HARO
Plank XL 4V
WESTERN PINE*
TEXTURED
This trendy pine style comes in the following colours:
2

1

3

1 PLANK XL 4V
PINE NORDICA*
textured
ID ID no. 529 907
2 PLANK XL 4V
PINE TESSIN*
textured
ID no. 529 908
3 PLANK XL 4V
WESTERN PINE*
textured
ID no. 529 909
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Oak styles – as vibrant as real wood.

*wood reproduction

Oak is a timeless classic and one of our favourite wood types, which
we offer in a choice of four different colours: from trendy white to
elegant black, our range offers the perfect design floor for every
taste. To create a very coordinated effect, the four-side bevel is
provided in the same colour as the plank itself.

DISANO by HARO
Plank XL 4V
OAK COGNAC*
TEXTURED
This appealing oak style is available in the following colours:
1

2

1 PLANK XL 4V
OAK WHITE*
textured
ID no. 529 903

3

2 PLANK XL 4V
OAK NATURE*
textured
ID no. 529 904

4

3 PLANK XL 4V
OAK COGNAC*
textured
ID no. 529 905

4 PLANK XL 4V
OAK BLACK*
textured
ID no. 529 906
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Attractive design and trendy look.

DISANO by HARO is a synthetic floor with a wooden subconstruction made of choice base
materials. 100% PVC free, without plasticisers or heavy metals. Its sophisticated five-layer structure
offers many convincing characteristics that make it an excellent floor for a stylish and healthy living
environment:

1
2
3
4
5

DISANO by HARO
construction

1. Abrasion-resistant, varnished wear layer with wood texture
(free from PVC and plasticisers)
2. Decorative layer (free from PVC and plasticisers)
3. Pressure distribution layer, semi-flexible,
water-resistant (free from PVC and plasticisers)
4. Moisture control HDF coreboard
5. High-density cork insulation layer
(room sound improvement approx. 30%)**

The high-density cork insulation layer provides added comfort.
The moisture control HDF coreboard ensures long lasting stability.
 The water-resistant, semi-flexible pressure distribution layer protects
against moisture and provides added resilience.
 The decorative layer offers perfect wood reproductions.
 The abrasion-resistant wear layer with wood texture adds a
finishing touch to the overall appearance and makes the floor
very durable.



**Measured by IHD Impact Hammer/Walking Lady tests (compared to reference floor)
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Technical data
Board dimensions

9.3 x 235 x 2035 mm (3/8˝ x 9 1/4˝ x 80 1/8˝)
(thickness x width x length)

Content/carton

5 pcs. = 2.39 m2

Weight

8.41 kg/m2

Level of use (acc. to EN 685)

23/32
For residential applications
with high traffic and commercial applications
with medium level traffic
according to Warranty Terms

Warranty (acc. to warranty terms)

Resilient
The decorative layer in
combination with the special
semi-flexible pressure distribution
layer and the integrated cork
insulation layer ensure
pleasant walking comfort.

Easy to maintain
The innovative floor covering is
designed to meet the demands
of everyday life: with clean &
green active it is very simple to
clean.

15 years in residential applications

15
Years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

DISANO by HARO

according to Warranty Terms

5 years in commercial applications
Connection/installation system

5

Years

WARRANTY
in commercial and public applications

DISANO by HARO

Top Connect, glueless installation – as easy
as pushing a button.
Quick and simple to install,
with no tools required.

Suitable for use over underfloor heating Thermal resistance 0.085 m2 K/W
Cleaning/care

Dirt-repellent surface, simple to clean by
sweeping, vacuuming or giving it a damp
wipe.
Please follow the care instructions.

Abrasion resistant

Dirt-repellent and
easy to maintain
Resistant to fading under
UV light
according to Warranty Terms

Warm to the touch
All the materials used to
manufacture DISANO flooring have
been carefully selected to ensure
a healthy living environment.
Structured in multiple layers they
make DISANO flooring so warm
and pleasant to the touch.

PVC-free
The Blue Angel eco label and
the Eco-Institut certification
confirm: DISANO is the PVC-free
alternative to vinyl flooring.

Suitable for use with
underfloor heating

15
Years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

DISANO by HARO

according to Warranty Terms

Stain resistant

5

Years

WARRANTY
in commercial and public applications

DISANO by HARO

Impact and compression
resistant
Fire resistance
D-Fl (normally inflammable)

Slip resistance DS/R9

Durable
Due to its durability, DISANO
is suitable for residential
applications with high traffic
and for commercial applications
with medium-level traffic.
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HARO CORKETT
LAGOS CREME
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Cork Floor
The naturally comfortable floor covering.
Anyone who thinks a cork floor is only for
kitchens, children’s rooms and basements will
quickly change their minds now: our cork
floors are not only naturally comfortable, but
also in line with the latest trends. With a wide
range of different designs from natural to
trendy, HARO CORKETT brings a fresh new
look to any room around the house. As it is
made of natural materials, this floor also offers
many advantages with respect to health,
ecology and building biology. To sum it up in
three words: warm, comfortable and stylish.
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Lagos design – modern by nature.
With its appealing combination of cork specks and structured cork granulate, the Lagos design
shows cork floor at its best. A choice of six different colours provides the ideal basis for creating a
natural interior design with a stylish modern twist.

HARO CORKETT
LAGOS WHITE

1

2

1 LAGOS DESIGN
NATUR
ID no. 527 377
2 LAGOS DESIGN
CREME
ID no. 527 378

3

4

3 LAGOS DESIGN
SAND
ID no. 527 379
4 LAGOS DESIGN
WHITE
ID no. 527 380
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HARO CORKETT
LAGOS NATUR
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The look of wood with the resilience of cork: our Arteo cork floor design
The Arteo design offers a perfect cork floor for anyone who wants the best of both worlds.
Using complex processes, we have succeeded in printing the authentic look of real wood onto the
cork floor. You can now enjoy the warmth and resilience of cork with a natural wood appearance.
Truly amazing.

HARO CORKETT
ARTEO STRIPES*

1

2
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3

4

*wood reproduction

HARO CORKETT
ARTEO OAK GREY
TEXTURED*

5

6

7

1 ARTEO DESIGN
STRIPES*
ID no. 527 384
2 ARTEO DESIGN
OAK*
TEXTURED
ID no. 527 389
3 ARTEO DESIGN
CHESTNUT*
TEXTURED
ID no. 527 392

5 ARTEO DESIGN
OAK GREY*
TEXTURED
ID no. 527 391
6 ARTEO DESIGN
WALNUT *
ID no. 527 385
7 ARTEO DESIGN
ELEMENTS
ID no. 527 393

4 ARTEO DESIGN
OAK WHITE*
TEXTURED
ID no. 527 390
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Inspiring and versatile: our Sagres, Tigra and Arcos designs.
A look at these three inspiring designs shows how versatile a cork floor can be: from an
expressive natural look to refined elegance or a contemporary style, this range leaves no
design wish unfulfilled.

HARO CORKETT
ARCOS ANTIQUE WHITE
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1

2

3

4

5

1 ARCOS DESIGN
COFFEE
ID no. 527 386

HARO CORKETT
SAGRES MARON

2 ARCOS DESIGN
ANTIQUE WHITE
ID no. 527 387
3 SAGRES DESIGN
CREME
ID no. 407 673
4 SAGRES DESIGN
MARON
ID no. 407 674
5 TIGRA DESIGN
NATUR
ID no. 527 382

HARO CORKETT
TIGRA NATUR
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Vibrant expression – the Burgos and Toledo designs
Modern interpretations of classical cork flooring: The Burgos design features a lively texture that
offers a new perspective on cork. With the Toledo design, the appealing stripe effect adds a fresh
new look.

HARO CORKETT
BURGOS NATUR
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HARO CORKETT
TOLEDO CREME
1 BURGOS DESIGN
NATUR
ID no. 527 388

1

2

2 TOLEDO DESIGN
CREME
ID no. 527 383
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Beautiful by nature – the Sirio, Ronda and Cora designs.
The Cora, Ronda and Sirio designs are true classics in cork. Featuring different granule
sizes, they are first choice wherever a floor covering has to offer more of everything:
Take the kitchen or children’s room, for example. There you would want a floor that
is not just functional and hard-wearing, but also very natural, warm and comfortable.

HARO CORKETT
RONDA NATUR
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1

1 SIRIO DESIGN
NATUR
ID no. 527 374

3

2 SIRIO DESIGN
CREME
ID no. 527 375

2

3 RONDA DESIGN
NATUR
ID no. 527 381
4 CORA DESIGN
NATUR
ID no. 527 376

4

HARO CORKETT
CORA NATUR
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A natural wonder for your home.

Sustainability is one of the big issues of our time. It touches many aspects of our lives right down to the materials we
choose for our homes. No wonder there is a growing demand for materials that are kind to the environment. Cork is
100% recyclable. Cork is very sustainable as no trees are felled in the process. Cork is harvested by stripping the outer
bark of the cork oak, which then re-grows over the next few years. Cork is as amazing in ecology as it is in terms of
well-being: it is warm to the touch, heat and sound insulating, durable, easy to maintain, and offers almost limitless
design options. We use only highest quality cork from Portugal, the world’s leading cork producer. A unique combination of high quality, style, sustainability and naturalness, HARO Cork Floors create inimitable design environments.

Good to know
Cork is as elastic as the human skin. No wonder – one piece of
cork of the size of a sugar cube contains about 60 million air cells.
Maybe that’s why children just love to play on a cork floor? People
with allergies or asthma also appreciate cork because it does not
collect dust and dirt and literally stays clean down to the pores.
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Brand name quality from Germany’s leading
parquet manufacturer
 Made in Germany
 Natural product from the bark of the cork oak
 Comprehensive product range to meet every
taste
 Warm to the touch, elastic and kind to joints
and spine, improved sound insulation
 Easy to install with Top Connect –
even on underfloor heating
 Durable and easy to maintain
 5 years warranty

1

2
3

HARO CORKETT
construction

1. Cork top layer approx. 3 mm / 1/8˝ (Sirio: approx. 2.5 mm / 3/32˝)
2. HDF E1 coreboard (approx. 6.5 mm / 1/4˝)
3. Cork footfall sound insulation (approx. 1.5 mm / 1/16˝)
Overall thickness: 11 mm / 7/16˝ (Sirio and Sagres: 10.5 mm / 13/32˝)

HARO CORKETT Sagres
445 x 605 mm
(17 17/32˝ x 23 13/16˝)

Surface finish
The PERMADUR natural matt cork finish looks great
and protects your HARO CORKETT cork floor.
 In step with the natural-matt surface finish trend
 Natural brilliance
 High durability
 Easy care
 Long lifespan and high hygiene level

HARO CORKETT
standard format
298 x 907 mm (11
23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)

Board sizes
Whether you prefer a slender plank look
or the wider tile format – HARO CORKETT
cork floors will add natural flair and a
stylish appearance to your home.

Natural look
Cork – a piece of nature

Dimensionally stable due
to multilayer construction

Footwarmth

Healthy indoor climate

Resilient and kind
to joints and spine

Suitable for use with
underfloor heating

Dirt-repellent and
easy to maintain
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Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53, 83003 Rosenheim, Germany, Phone +49 8031 700-0, Fax +49 8031 700-600, E-Mail info@haro.com
www.haro.com

